Our client is an innovator in healthcare workforce solutions and staffing services to hospitals and healthcare facilities across the nation.

The client needed a unique solution to kick into high gear their workplace safety training for their corporate team members. eLearning Brothers was tasked with developing an engaging and effective 20-minute compliance training focused on common office scenarios and two health & safety procedure plans. The goal was to design a realistic and entertaining training to encourage positive behavior change, increase safety awareness, and reflect the client’s core values, such as Diversity and Inclusion.

eLearning Brothers crafted a decision-making, scenario-based training with board game elements such as dice, game tokens, and victory points. The learner is immersed in situations and asked to assist the Emergency Response Team in making “real time” decisions to help their team members. Learners travel around the office setting gameboard and resolve 5 scenarios, including inclement weather and slip, trip, and fall, using their knowledge of the Emergency Response Plan and/or Injury Illness Prevention Program.

We received positive feedback on the new approach to delivering compliance training in a fun and interactive way!
Rani’s Rainy Morning

Question 1

While walking to the office, Rani is chatting on her phone with her leader about an upcoming project. Not paying attention to the slippery puddles, she nearly slips on the stairs that were soaked earlier during the morning rain.

What should Rani do next?

Choose the response that best fits your recommendation.

Need some help?

- Ask an Expert
- Review the Plan

Submit

Crunch Time

Certain game squares result in a knowledge check. Getting an answer correct on the first try earns the most points.

Twist of Fate

Twist of Fate Card

When coming back from lunch, you and Henri notice an unattended backpack near a side entrance of the building. You avoid moving and touching the bag while calling 911 to report it along with its location.

+500 points

Continue

RESULTS

Just two months post-launch, the Emergency Response Plan was accessed over 2,400% more than in the previous six months!

Team members report that the new approach to training is the most fun compliance training they have ever completed and they appreciate the option to review full resources only for sections they were unfamiliar with, which streamlined training time—keeping the team member engaged and moving through the training.

To learn how we can help you tackle your training challenges, contact eLearning Brothers at 801.796.BROS (2767) or email info@elearningbrothers.com.